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An essential step in macromolecular re®nement is the

selection of model parameters which give as good a

description of the experimental data as possible while

retaining a realistic data-to-parameter ratio. This is particu-

larly true of the choice of atomic displacement parameters,

where the move from individual isotropic to individual

anisotropic re®nement involves a sixfold increase in the

number of required displacement parameters. The number of

re®nement parameters can be reduced by using collective

variables rather than independent atomic variables and one of

the simplest examples of this is the TLS parameterization for

describing the translation, libration and screw-rotation

displacements of a pseudo-rigid body. This article describes

the implementation of the TLS parameterization in the

macromolecular re®nement program REFMAC. Derivatives

of the residual with respect to the TLS parameters are

expanded in terms of the derivatives with respect to individual

anisotropic U values, which in turn are calculated using a fast

Fourier transform technique. TLS re®nement is therefore fast

and can be used routinely. Examples of TLS re®nement

are given for glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

(GAPDH) and a transcription activator GerE, for both of

which there is data to only 2.0 AÊ , so that individual anisotropic

re®nement is not feasible. GAPDH has been re®ned with

between one and four TLS groups in the asymmetric unit and

GerE with six TLS groups. In both cases, inclusion of TLS

parameters gives improved re®nement statistics and in

particular an improvement in R and free R values of several

percent. Furthermore, GAPDH and GerE have two and six

molecules in the asymmetric unit, respectively, and in each

case the displacement parameters differ signi®cantly between

molecules. These differences are well accounted for by the

TLS parameterization, leaving residual local displacements

which are very similar between molecules and to which NCS

restraints can be applied.
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1. Introduction

An essential part of the model for a macromolecule is the set

of atomic displacement parameters, which give the mean-

square deviation of each atom from its average position within

the usual Gaussian approximation (Willis & Pryor, 1975;

Trueblood et al., 1996). For a model derived from X-ray

diffraction data, these displacement parameters may describe

static disorder, with equivalent atomic coordinates differing

between unit cells, dynamic disorder, where the diffraction

data represent a time average over atoms in motion, or they

may simply account for errors in the model. In any case, an

accurate model for displacement parameters is required to

provide a good ®t to the diffraction data and hence to make

reliable predictions of the average positions.



In general, a structure model will contain parameters

describing the displacements of each atom and parameters

describing the correlations between them. However, inter-

atomic correlations cannot be determined directly from Bragg

intensities [but see Kidera & Go (1992) for a discussion of the

indirect inference of interatomic correlations], and one is left

with atomic displacements only, each represented by a one-

parameter isotropic model or a six-parameter anisotropic

model. These atomic displacement parameters are usually

individually determined in structure re®nement. However,

more sophisticated descriptions are possible in which the

atomic displacement parameters are derived from a more

general model for the displacements of the molecule or the

crystal in which it resides.

For the purposes of discussion, it is convenient to consider

four separate (and in general anisotropic) contributions to the

total atomic displacement parameter,

U � Ucrystal � UTLS � Uinternal � Uatom: �1�

Ucrystal represents the overall anisotropy of the crystal and is a

single anisotropic displacement parameter applied to the

entire contents of the unit cell; as such it obeys the symmetry

of the crystal space group when re®ned against merged data.

Inclusion of such anisotropic scaling is known to give

improvements in crystallographic R and free R factors of up to

several percent and improved behaviour of re®nement

(Sheriff & Hendrickson, 1987; Murshudov et al., 1998). UTLS

represents translations and librations of pseudo-rigid bodies

within the asymmetric unit of the crystal. These bodies may be

whole molecules or identi®able molecular subunits. Next,

Uinternal includes various kinds of intramolecular collective

motions, such as libration about particular torsion angles or

internal normal modes of a molecule. Finally, Uatom represents

displacements of individual atoms and ideally includes local

displacements only.

In small-molecule crystallography, re®nement of atomic

anisotropic displacement parameters (atomic ADPs) is

routine. Identi®cation of the contributions to the total ADP,

for example UTLS, is generally performed after re®nement.

For macromolecules, because of weaker diffraction, the six

parameters per atom needed to model atomic ADPs is usually

prohibitive and isotropic displacement parameters are

determined instead, although with improvements in data

collection individual anisotropic re®nement is becoming more

common (Merritt, 1999). In this respect, models involving the

anisotropic collective motions represented by UTLS and

Uinternal are of interest to macromolecular studies since they

generally involve far fewer parameters than the corresponding

individual ADPs. Furthermore, these terms incorporate in a

natural way the fact that the displacements of neighbouring

atoms are likely to be highly correlated. When individual

ADPs are re®ned, restraints are applied to the terms in Uatom.

These restraints are primarily a means to stabilize the re®ne-

ment, but may also re¯ect the same correlations between

displacements, for example the rigid-bond restraint (Rollett,

1970; Hirshfeld, 1974; Sheldrick & Schneider, 1997).

The earliest analysis of rigid-body displacements of mole-

cules in crystals was that of Cruickshank (1956), who inter-

preted re®ned individual ADPs in terms of two tensors for

translation and libration. A more general method including

the average quadratic correlation between translation and

libration, the so-called TLS method, was introduced by

Schomaker & Trueblood (1968). In these approaches, the

tensors describing the rigid-body motion are ®tted to ADPs

which have been previously re®ned against X-ray data. Pawley

(1966) introduced an alternative approach (using the two

tensors of Cruickshank) in which the rigid-body tensors are

re®ned directly against the X-ray data. This bypasses the need

for obtaining individual ADPs and is the method we are

concerned with here.

The ®rst application of the re®nement of TLS parameters

against X-ray data for a macromolecule was that of Holbrook

and co-workers (Holbrook & Kim, 1984; Holbrook et al.,

1985), who used a modi®ed version of the CORELS program

to re®ne TLS parameters for each phosphate, ribose and base

of a duplex DNA dodecamer. Subsequently, Moss and

co-workers extended the program RESTRAIN (Driessen et

al., 1989; Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4,

1994) to allow re®nement of TLS parameters and applied this

to bovine ribonuclease A (Howlin et al., 1989) and papain

(Harris et al., 1992). SÆ ali et al. (1992) used RESTRAIN to

re®ne TLS parameters for the two domains of an endothia-

pepsin complex. Papiz & Prince (1996) used RESTRAIN to

re®ne two TLS models of light-harvesting complex II.

However, these programs are not widely used (RESTRAIN

does not use fast Fourier transforms and is slow to run) and

TLS re®nement is not yet a common technique.

With the increasing number of atomic resolution protein

structures in recent years, the comparison and ®tting of TLS

parameters to re®ned individual ADPs is possible, as is more

common for small molecules. Stec et al. (1995) re®ned crambin

against atomic resolution data with the protein molecule

divided into one, two or three TLS groups and compared the

predicted anisotropic U values with directly re®ned values.

They further compared the six sets of TLS tensors with each

other, extracted the largest common part and hypothesized

that this represented the true external motion of the molecule

with contributions from internal motions removed. The

external motion was found to represent more than 60% of the

total mobility. Very recently, Wilson & Brunger (2000) have

compared a full anisotropic re®nement of calmodulin with a

TLS re®nement in order to identify domain displacements.

Harata and co-workers (Harata et al., 1998, 1999) have re®ned

individual ADPs for turkey egg-white and human lysozymes

and human �-lactalbumin and subsequently determined TLS

tensors by a least-squares ®t.

Groups associated with rigid-body tensors are rarely

completely rigid and a variety of additional motions internal

to the group can be identi®ed, as represented by the third term

on the right-hand side of (1). For small molecules, the

approach introduced by Dunitz & White (1973) is usually

used, whereby one also determines the mean-square ampli-

tudes of a number of speci®cally identi®ed internal torsions.
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This approach has been generalized to include correlations

between the rigid-body motion and the individual torsions and

has been implemented in the program THMA (Schomaker &

Trueblood, 1998).

For macromolecules, early studies of possible internal

motion were performed by Sternberg et al. (1979) and Arty-

miuk et al. (1979), who compared several models for the

re®ned isotropic displacement parameters of hen egg-white

and human lysozymes. They concluded that these displace-

ments must have an intramolecular component superimposed

on a rigid-body motion or breathing motion. Diamond (1990)

and Kidera & Go (1990, 1992) re®ned the amplitudes of

normal modes describing the internal motion of the protein,

together with TLS parameters for the overall motion of each

molecule. These studies showed that while account of the

internal motion was necessary for a complete description of

the protein and is perhaps the most biologically informative

aspect, the TLS parameters for the overall motion make the

largest contribution to atomic displacements and are a

necessary precursor for separating out the internal motion.

The aim of the present study is to implement a re®nement

protocol using a model for the terms Ucrystal, UTLS and Uatom.

The term UTLS, representing rigid-body displacements of

groups of atoms, is modelled by the TLS formalism (Scho-

maker & Trueblood, 1968). The next section gives the TLS

approach in more detail and describes its implementation in

the macromolecular re®nement program REFMAC

(Murshudov et al., 1997). REFMAC uses a fast Fourier

transform method which means that TLS re®nement is fast

and convenient. Examples of its application are given in the

following section. The collective displacements represented by

Uinternal will be the subject of future work.

In the context of (1), large-scale contributions are removed

successively from the total atomic ADP by Ucrystal and UTLS,

leaving Uatom (or more usually its isotropic equivalent) to

describe local displacements. This is in contrast to earlier

versions of REFMAC, in which Uatom (either anisotropic or

isotropic) accounts for all contributions to the total atomic

displacement apart from the overall anisotropic scaling Ucrystal.

In addition, use of UTLS allows a degree of anisotropic

re®nement in cases where the data-to-parameter ratio does

not justify re®nement of individual ADPs.

One application of this division between UTLS and Uatom is

in applying restraints on ADPs between atoms related by non-

crystallographic symmetry. While such atoms may have locally

similar environments, the molecules to which they belong are

likely to have different overall displacement parameters.

Representing the latter by TLS parameters allows the

restraints to be applied to the residual terms in Uatom, which

should in that case be more similar.

2. TLS parameterization

2.1. Definition of TLS parameters

The theory behind the TLS parameterization has been

presented in detail by Schomaker & Trueblood (1968), with

useful summaries in Howlin et al. (1989) and Schomaker &

Trueblood (1998). We therefore restrict ourselves here to a

short summary.

Any displacement of a rigid body can be described as a

rotation about an axis passing through a ®xed point together

with a translation of that ®xed point. The corresponding

displacement of a point at r relative to the ®xed point is given

by

u � t�D ��� r; �2�
where t is a column vector for the translation and D is the

rotation matrix. For small displacements, the last term in (2)

can be linearized with respect to the amplitude of the rotation

to give

u ' t� k� r; �3�
where k is a vector along the rotation axis with a magnitude

equal to the angle of rotation and � denotes a cross product

(higher order expansions have been considered by, for

example, Sygusch, 1976). The corresponding dyad product is

then

uuT � ttT � tkT � rT ÿ r� ktT ÿ r� kkT � rT; �4�
where superscript T denotes the row vector. Finally,

performing a time and spatial average over all displacements

yields

U � huuTi � T� ST � rT ÿ r� Sÿ r� L� rT; �5�
where T � httTi, L � hkkTi and S � hktTi. In this context, the

cross product is used as follows: L � rT yields a matrix whose

ith row is the cross product of the ith row of L and rT.

Equation (5) gives the mean-square displacement of a point

r in a rigid body in terms of three tensors T, L and S.

Considering in particular the set of points {r} corresponding to

the rest positions of atoms in a single rigid body, U is the

mean-square displacement of each such atom and can be

identi®ed as the anisotropic displacement parameter that

occurs in the Debye±Waller factor in the expression for the

structure factor. The linearization used to obtain (3) is

equivalent to retaining only quadratic terms in the expression

for the ADP. Note that one could also construct expressions

for terms huiu
T
j i describing the correlation between the

displacements of atoms i and j in the same rigid body. Such

cross terms cannot be determined directly from Bragg inten-

sities, but are implicitly included in models for X-ray diffuse

scattering.

Given a set of re®ned ADPs, (5) can be used to make a

least-squares ®t of TLS parameters. Alternatively, and the

approach we use here, (5) can be used to derive ADPs and

hence calculated structure factors from TLS re®nement

parameters. T and L are symmetric tensors, while S is in

general asymmetric. Expanding (5) out fully shows that the

trace of S is not ®xed by U. Hence, there are a total of 20

re®nable parameters (six from T, six from L and eight from S).

Equation (2) expanded to quadratic terms in k and aver-

aged gives an expression for the mean position of each atom

(Howlin et al., 1989),



x � r� 1
2 Lÿ tr�L�I� �r: �6�

The correction relative to the rest position r is O(L) and can

therefore be neglected in (5) for U, i.e. no distinction is made

between rest and mean positions. However, this distinction

needs to be taken into account when applying distance

restraints, which apply to distances between rest positions r

rather than between the observed mean positions x (the

former being a better measure of the mean distance). Given

the observed distance d0, the distance between rest positions d

can be estimated as (Howlin et al., 1989)

d � d0f1� 1
2 �tr�L� ÿ n̂TLn̂�g; �7�

where n̂ is a unit vector along the bond in question. For small

TLS groups such as amino-acid side chains, d can be greater

than d0 by 0.01 AÊ or more (Howlin et al., 1989) and therefore

can have a signi®cant effect on the agreement between ideal

and observed distances. For larger TLS groups, such as we

consider later, values of L and hence the distance correction

tend to be an order of magnitude smaller and the correction is

probably less important.

2.2. Choice of rigid groups

An important component of the TLS model of anisotropic

displacements is the choice of rigid groups. The simplest

method of choosing the make-up of these groups is to use

chemical knowledge of the rigidity of certain groups of atoms.

For example, phenyl groups such as those in phenylalanine

and tyrosine side chains are known to be quite rigid and were

used as TLS groups along with other conjugated side chains in

the studies of Howlin et al. (1989) and Harris et al. (1992).

For lower resolutions, we wish to consider TLS groups for

larger groups of atoms. Groups larger than a single side chain

clearly are not entirely rigid. However, there may be a

signi®cant component of the atomic displacements which can

be attributed to a rigid-like motion, with non-rigid motions

superimposed on this. Thus, one may expect that secondary-

structure elements such as �-helices, or larger groupings such

as domains, can be treated as TLS groups.

More robust de®nitions of TLS groups require additional

information. If more than one crystal form of a particular

protein is available, then changes of conformation between

the different forms can be used to identify so-called dynamic

domains, i.e. domains that move as quasi-rigid bodies. This has

been implemented in the computer program DYNDOM

(Hayward & Berendsen, 1998). In con¯ating these dynamic

domains with TLS groups, the assumption is that relative

displacements between different crystal forms re¯ect likely

displacements within a single crystal form. Dynamic domains

can also be identi®ed from molecular-dynamic simulations by

superimposing a series of instantaneous con®gurations, each

of which may be rotated relative to the others. Regions which

superimpose well under some set of rotations can be consid-

ered as potential TLS groups. This method has been used in a

recent TLS re®nement of light-harvesting complex II (Papiz,

2000).

Another handle on likely quasi-rigid-body displacements

can be obtained from previously re®ned individual ADPs.

Rigid-body components can be identi®ed by optimizing the ®t

of TLS parameters to the re®ned U values. In itself, this is only

useful as a means of interpreting the re®ned U values and

there is no need to repeat the re®nement with TLS para-

meters. However, if there is a series of similar structures, then

knowledge of suitable TLS groups can be transferred to those

structures for which U values cannot be reliably determined.

Such an approach was adopted by Holbrook and coworkers

(Holbrook & Kim, 1984; Holbrook et al., 1985), who compared

seven different rigid-body models of deoxycytidine 50-phos-

phate and used the best (as measured by two indices for the

agreement between re®ned and derived Us) in subsequent

TLS re®nements of other nucleic acids.

Another approach using re®ned individual ADPs is to use

the rigid-body criterion (Rosen®eld et al., 1978) in which a D

matrix is built up between all pairs of atoms, with elements

equal to the difference in the projected U values along the

interatomic vector. Pairs of atoms belonging to the same

quasi-rigid group should have a D value close to zero. Brock et

al. (1985) used this approach in their analysis of triphenyl-

phosphine oxide and similar ideas were used by Schneider

(1996) for the protein SP445.

2.3. Implementation in REFMAC

Re®nement of TLS parameters has been implemented in

the macromolecular re®nement program REFMAC

(Murshudov et al., 1997). Maximization of the likelihood

function with respect to TLS parameters requires the calcu-

lation of derivatives of the likelihood function with respect to

the elements of the tensors T, L and S for each TLS group

de®ned. These derivatives are obtained by the chain rule from

the derivatives with respect to individual anisotropic dis-

placement parameters. The latter can be calculated ef®ciently

using fast Fourier transforms as described previously

(Murshudov et al., 1999). One consequence of (5) is that U is

now a function of the atomic coordinates. Hence, derivatives

of the residual with respect to atomic coordinates also include

terms involving the derivative of the residual with respect to

the elements of U, re¯ecting the fact that shifts in the atomic

positions change the contribution of the TLS parameters to

the calculated structure factor.

Equation (5) relating the individual ADPs to the TLS

parameters can be rewritten in terms of a 6 � 6 variance±

covariance matrix R for the translation and libration (Kidera

& Go, 1992). Although this matrix should be positive de®nite,

this is not guaranteed by the minimization procedure. This can

be enforced by a Cholesky decomposition of the TLS groups

in terms of a lower triangular matrix r (rmn = 0, m < n),

R � rrT : �8�

Derivatives with respect to these new parameters can be

obtained from those with respect to the TLS parameters by

another application of the chain rule. We note that this

decomposition introduces an extra minimum at r = 0 which
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must be avoided. At the expense of added computations, this

re-parameterization ensures correct behaviour of the minim-

ization.

In tests on a single example (not included here), we found

that this method worked reasonably well, correcting for slight

deviations from non-positive de®niteness. In practice,

however, such deviations are minor and are acceptable

provided that the total ADPs (which include also the indiv-

idual isotropic B factors) are positive de®nite, which is in fact

found to be the case. We therefore do not use this procedure

routinely; in particular, it has not been used for the examples

considered in this article.

Each TLS group contributes 20 re®nement parameters.

There will also typically be an isotropic or anisotropic overall

scale factor and one isotropic displacement parameter per

atom. In fact, there is some redundancy here, since one can for

example increase all atomic B values in a TLS group while

decreasing the mean of the T tensor by the same amount.

There is no numerical instability in the current implementa-

tion since each set of parameters is re®ned independently, but

such correlations would have to be accounted for in a full-

matrix re®nement. For the large TLS groups that we consider

here, the use of TLS represents a large reduction in the

number of parameters compared with the use of individual

anisotropic displacement parameters. (We note that TLS

parameterization can also be used for smaller groups; in this

case, certain singularities must be avoided; Schomaker &

Trueblood, 1968.)

Experience so far shows that it is best to re®ne the overall

scale factor and TLS parameters ®rst, while holding all atomic

B factors ®xed at a constant value. When the TLS parameters

have converged reasonably well, the B factors can then be

released to give a more detailed picture of atomic displace-

ments.

2.4. Interpretation of results

The results of TLS re®nement are 20 TLS parameters per

chosen group. Besides improving the ®t of the model to the

observed data, it may be possible to extract useful information

from the TLS values obtained. It must be stressed, however,

that a ®t of the TLS model to observed structure-factor

amplitudes implies nothing about the relative phases of atomic

displacements within the group. The model used assumes that

all atoms within the group move in phase, but another model

with some other phase relationship, keeping the same ampli-

tudes, would give an equally good ®t (although we note that

the anisotropy makes the ®t more stringent than models which

®t TLS groups to isotropic displacement parameters).

Furthermore, displacement parameters are well known to mop

up errors as well as a variety of kinds of displacements and this

must also be true of TLS parameters. With these caveats in

mind, it may nevertheless be useful to analyse the TLS para-

meters. In the end, one must be guided by what is physically

reasonable.

The 20 TLS parameters are output as three matrices

referred to orthogonal axes and the chosen origin. Different

representations can be obtained by rotating and shifting the

coordinate frame: the CCP4 program TLSANL (Howlin et al.,

1993; Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4, 1994)

is useful for doing this. Principal axes can be calculated for the

translation and libration tensors and used to de®ne a coordi-

nate frame for the other tensors. These axes may yield a

physical picture of the overall displacements represented by

the TLS model, but the correlation between the translations

and librations implied by the screw-rotation tensor can affect

this picture. By shifting the origin to the so-called centre of

reaction, the S tensor is made symmetric. Like any origin shift,

the T tensor but not the L tensor is also changed by this shift.

A different picture of the TLS model can be obtained by

abandoning the use of intersecting axes. Overall, the TLS

parameters can be represented as three translations together

with three screw displacements along three mutually perpen-

dicular non-intersecting axes which lie parallel to the principal

axes of the L tensor (Schomaker & Trueblood, 1968). The

translations correspond to a reduced translation tensor rT. The

model parameters are then three translation amplitudes, three

parameters describing the reduced translation principal axes,

three parameters describing the screw axes orientations, six

axes shifts, three rotation amplitudes and three screw pitches,

giving a total of 21 parameters, one of which is indeterminate.

Scheringer (1973) has argued from a description of the lattice

dynamics that these six displacements are not statistically

independent and that derived independent displacements

necessarily mix translation and libration in a complex fashion.

Nevertheless, this reduction is probably the simplest way of

visualizing the possible displacements of the TLS group.

As well as studying the TLS parameters directly, one can of

course derive individual atomic ADPs according to (5).

Adding in the re®ned atomic B factors [or more generally the

term Uatom in (1)] gives the total atomic ADP for atoms

contained in a TLS group. Some atoms (for example, solvent

atoms) may not be included in any TLS group, in which case

the total atomic ADP is simply the re®ned atomic B factor.

ADPs can be displayed graphically as thermal ellipsoids. For

the purposes of discussion, it is often convenient to char-

acterize the ADP by two scalar quantities, namely the

equivalent isotropic displacement parameter Uequiv = Bequiv/

8�2 and the anisotropy A, de®ned as the ratio of the smallest to

the largest eigenvalue of its ADP (Trueblood et al., 1996).

Values of the anisotropy A range from A = 1 for a completely

isotropic atom to A = 0 for a prolate or oblate ellipsoid in the

limit that the smallest dimension becomes zero.

3. Examples of application

3.1. Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

The crystal structure of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehy-

drogenase (GAPDH) from the hyperthermophilic archaeon

Sulfolobus solfataricus has recently been determined at 2.05 AÊ

resolution (Isupov et al., 1999). The enzyme crystallizes in

space group P41212, with two molecules per asymmetric unit,

referred to in the model as chains O and Q. The biological unit



is a tetramer, with chains P and R related to chains O and Q by

a crystallographic twofold rotation.

A model of the enzyme, together with 12 sulfate ions and

525 waters, had previously been re®ned to an R factor of

22.9% and an Rfree of 29.5% (Isupov et al., 1999). No NCS

restraints were imposed. Overall anisotropic scaling was used

and individual atomic displacements were modelled by

isotropic temperature factors. The average isotropic

temperature factors for chains O and Q are 33.7 and 40.5 AÊ 2,

respectively, thus indicating signi®cantly different overall

displacements for NCS-related molecules. It was suggested

that the relatively high R factors were a consequence of

unmodelled anisotropic displacements (Isupov et al., 1999).

We therefore attempted to model such anisotropic displace-

ments with TLS re®nement.

As a ®rst test of TLS re®nement, we investigated a variety

of TLS models keeping all atomic coordinates and individual

B factors ®xed. The atomic coordinates used were those from

the earlier re®nement (Isupov et al., 1999). Individual B factors

were either ®xed at the previously re®ned values or set to a

constant value. Three TLS models were studied, as well as a

model with no TLS parameters for comparison. The ®rst

treated both molecules in the asymmetric unit together as a

single TLS group. The second treated each molecule indivi-

dually as a TLS group. Finally, the third had one TLS group

for the NAD-binding domain (residues 1±137 and 303±340)

and one for the catalytic domain (residues 138±302) for each

molecule, giving four TLS groups in total for the asymmetric

unit. For all TLS groups used, all protein atoms were included

in the group (including only main-chain atoms was found to

give poorer results). Sulfate ions and water molecules were

not included in any TLS group. There is no natural division of

the protein molecule into more than two TLS groups until the

level of secondary-structure elements is reached. One could,

for example, model �-helices as TLS groups, which in this case

would involve 12 groups per molecule. Such models have not

been investigated.

The results are shown in Table 1. Models 1 to 5 correspond

to a starting model with previously re®ned B factors (model 2

is in fact the result reported in Isupov et al., 1999). The most

obvious result is that including TLS gives a drop in R of up to

1.8% and in Rfree of up to 3.0%, in comparison with an

improvement in R and Rfree of only 0.7 and 0.8%, respectively,

upon including overall anisotropic scaling. However, while a

TLS model gives a clear improvement over a simple scaling

function, the difference between the three TLS models

employed is relatively small.

Models 6 to 10 in Table 1 show the results when all indiv-

idual B factors are set to a constant value before re®ning TLS

parameters and overall scale parameters. While the values of

R and Rfree are larger owing to the lack of any individual

displacement parameters, the effect of TLS re®nement is even

more marked in this case, with a drop in R of up to 5.1% and in

Rfree of up to 6.4% upon including TLS groups. The difference

between the three TLS models (models 8 to 10) is now greater

than before (models 3 to 5), although it is still relatively small

compared with the improvement upon including TLS in the

®rst place. It is noteworthy that the model with four TLS

groups and constant individual B factors (model 10) gives a

signi®cantly better Rfree factor than the model with re®ned

individual B factors and no TLS parameters (model 2). Thus,

the relatively simple model of anisotropic displacements with

4 � 20 = 80 parameters gives a better ®t to the observed

diffraction data than an isotropic model with 5268 parameters.

We conclude from these results that to get the most out of

TLS re®nement it is probably best to re®ne TLS parameters

®rst, with individual B factors set to a constant value. Once the

TLS re®nement has converged, the TLS parameters are held

®xed and atomic coordinates and individual B factors are

re®ned. We have adopted this re®nement strategy in all

subsequent studies. The results for GAPDH are shown in

Table 2 as models 11 to 14. Comparing models 12 to 14 with

models 3 to 5 in Table 1, in which the order of TLS and

B-factor re®nements are reversed, we see there is little change

in the R factor, but a slight improvement in Rfree, providing

a posteriori justi®cation for the re®nement strategy.

Comparing the three TLS models (models 12 to 14) with each

other, there is little difference and in fact Rfree for model 13 is

higher than for models 12 and 14. We now describe the results

of models 12 to 14 in more detail.

The results of the full TLS re®nement are atomic coordi-

nates, T, L and S tensors for each TLS group chosen and
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Table 1
Anisotropic re®nement of GAPDH: re®nement of TLS parameters only.

Atomic coordinates are ®xed at the previously re®ned values and individual
isotropic B factors are ®xed either at the previously re®ned value (models 1 to
5) or at 20 AÊ 2 (models 6 to 10). For models 1, 2, 6 and 7 only the scale factors
are re®ned. The TLS models are described in the text.

Model Scaling TLS model
Individual B
factors (AÊ 2)

R factor
(%)

Rfree

(%)

1 Isotropic None Previously re®ned 23.6 30.3
2 Anisotropic None Previously re®ned 22.9 29.5
3 Anisotropic 1 group Previously re®ned 21.3 26.8
4 Anisotropic 2 groups Previously re®ned 21.2 26.6
5 Anisotropic 4 groups Previously re®ned 21.1 26.5
6 Isotropic None 20 30.0 35.7
7 Anisotropic None 20 29.5 35.2
8 Anisotropic 1 group 20 25.1 29.4
9 Anisotropic 2 groups 20 24.7 29.1
10 Anisotropic 4 groups 20 24.4 28.8

Table 2
Anisotropic re®nement of GAPDH: complete re®nement of coordinates,
scale factors, TLS parameters and individual isotropic B factors.

All models use overall anisotropic scaling and start with individual isotropic B
factors set to 20 AÊ 2. The TLS models are as in Table 1. Also indicated is
whether or not NCS restraints are applied between chains O and Q.

Model TLS model NCS R factor Rfree

11 None No 23.8 30.4
12 1 No 21.4 25.9
13 2 No 21.2 26.2
14 4 No 21.1 25.8
15 None Yes 25.0 30.3
16 4 Yes 22.0 25.7
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individual isotropic B factors for each atom. Table 3 gives the

output TLS tensors for model 12. Also given are the values

associated with the six independent translation and screw

motions which form an equivalent description of the tensors

(see x2.4). The latter are also given in Table 4 for model 14. For

both models, the translational and screw motions are clearly

anisotropic, although no single motion dominates. The mean-

square magnitudes of these motions are of a similar magnitude

to those seen in previous studies (see, for example, whole-

molecule TLS re®nement of ribonuclease A in Howlin et al.,

1989). Note that such apparently small

angular displacements can lead to

large linear displacements when the

chosen TLS group is large, as it is

here.

The full ADP for each atom is the

sum of that derived from the TLS

parameters according to (5) (if the

atom belongs to a TLS group) and the

individually re®ned B factor (here-

after termed the `residual' B factor).

The relative sizes of these two

contributions can be gauged by

comparing the equivalent isotropic

displacement parameter of the TLS

contribution BTLS with the residual B

factor Bres. This is shown in Fig. 1 for

model 14, with values averaged over

main-chain atoms in each residue.

Also shown is the sum of these two

contributions and for comparison the

B factors from the original re®nement

(Isupov et al., 1999). It is immediately

obvious that the present model mimics the original re®nement

very closely, with a correlation coef®cient between the latter

two curves of 0.944 (with similar values for models 12 and 13;

see Table 5). This plot of course hides the anisotropic

component of the present model. Secondly, the TLS contri-

bution is clearly the more signi®cant and accounts for the

major variations of the total B factors. The residual B factors

are largely constant over the protein chain. Localized peaks

can nevertheless be seen which re¯ect local displacements not

accounted for by the TLS parameterization. In general, such

displacements may indicate model errors (Kuriyan & Weis,

1991) or unmodelled multiple conformations (Stec et al.,

1995), but the relatively small magnitude of these peaks in the

present case suggest that this is unlikely.

Fig. 2 shows the residual B factors for the different TLS

models. Close inspection shows that the inclusion of more TLS

groups accounts for more of the variation in B, but the

difference is relatively small and even the simplest TLS model

gives a good description of the overall variation in B.

One aim of the TLS approach is to account for differences

in displacement parameters between NCS-related molecules.

Fig. 3 shows the re®ned B factors obtained in the original

re®nement for chains O and Q superimposed. The B factors

for chain Q are in general higher than those for chain O and

although the overall variation is similar, there are some

obvious differences, for example the peaks around residue

120. Also shown in Fig. 3 are the residual B factors from the

current approach using model 14 with four TLS groups; the

contribution to the total B factor from the TLS parameters is

excluded. The residual B factors for chains O and Q are clearly

very similar to each other, in contrast to the overall B values.

As noted above, the residual B factors vary little along the

chains, but there are some features such as the peaks around

residues 60 and 235. We suppose that these features, which

Table 3
Re®ned TLS parameters from model 12 of GAPDH.

(a) Elements of the T, L and S tensors in the orthogonal coordinate system, as output by the program.

T (AÊ 2) 0.1668 0.1773 0.0517 0.0579 ÿ0.0816 ÿ0.0715
L (�2) 1.3785 0.4506 0.7920 0.0448 0.0830 0.3809
S (AÊ �) 0.0008 0.2331 ÿ0.0370 ÿ0.1823 ÿ0.1398 0.0888 0.0643 0.1396

(b) Eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the reduced translation tensor in the orthogonal coordinate system.

Group T axis Direction cosines Mean-square t (AÊ 2)

1 1 0.639 0.656 ÿ0.401 0.267
2 ÿ0.696 0.715 0.061 0.112
3 0.327 0.240 0.914 ÿ0.005

(c) Orientation and position of the non-intersecting screw axes, together with the rotation and pitch of the
motion about these axes.

Group
Screw
axis Direction cosines Position (AÊ )

Mean-
square
l (�2)

Pitch
(AÊ )

1 1 0.968 0.131 0.213 103.968 10.739 57.700 1.403 0.888
2 0.250 ÿ0.528 ÿ0.811 104.113 8.550 58.220 1.014 1.472
3 0.006 0.839 ÿ0.544 105.649 6.805 53.289 0.204 1.214

Figure 1
Contributions to the equivalent isotropic B factor for model 14 of
GAPDH. The residual B factors Bres (lower dotted line), the contribution
from the re®ned TLS parameters BTLS (lower full line) and their sum
(upper full line) are shown, together with the deposited B factors (upper
dotted line) from PDB entry 1b7g. For each residue, the B factors are
averaged over the main-chain atoms. Chain O consists of residues 1±340
and chain Q consists of residues 341±680.



occur for both chains, are intrinsic properties of the molecule

and are not dependent on its location in the asymmetric unit.

(In fact, the two peaks around residues 60 and 235 correspond

to exposed �-helical regions.) Similar results are found with

the models 12 and 13 with one and two TLS groups. The

correlation coef®cient between the

average residual B factors for chains

O and Q is 0.752, 0.812 and 0.821 for

one, two and four TLS groups,

respectively, compared with 0.537

without any modelling of TLS (see

Table 5).

The re®nement with four TLS

groups was repeated with NCS

restraints imposed (model 16), as well

as the re®nement with no TLS groups

de®ned (model 15). In both cases,

there is an increase in the R factor and

a very small decrease in Rfree (see

Table 2) compared with the equivalent

re®nement with no NCS restraints. In

fact, since the re¯ections used to

calculate Rfree are not completely

independent of the model by virtue of

the NCS, the improvement of the Rfree

factor is probably more signi®cant

than it appears. Hence, removal of

NCS restraints is possibly not justi®ed.

For models 15 and 16, the correlation

coef®cients between B factors for

chains O and Q are, by construct, high

(see Table 5). While the use of NCS

restraints is justi®ed by Rfree for both

models, the highly correlated B

factors that are produced by B-factor restraints are only

physically reasonable for model 16.

So far, we have concentrated on the predicted equivalent

isotropic displacement parameters, but the reason the TLS

models give better agreement with observed structure factors
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Figure 2
Bres from models 11 (upper full line), 12 (dashed line), 13 (lower dotted
line) and 14 (lower full line) of GAPDH, together with the deposited B
factors (upper dotted line) from PDB entry 1b7g for comparison. For
each residue, the B factors are averaged over the main-chain atoms.
Chain O consists of residues 1±340 and chain Q consists of residues
341±680.

Figure 3
The top two curves are the deposited B factors of GAPDH from PDB
entry 1b7g for chains O (full line) and Q (dashed line) superimposed. The
bottom two curves are Bres from model 14 for chains O (full line) and Q
(dashed line). For each residue, the B factors are averaged over the main-
chain atoms. The contributions from the TLS parameters are not
included.

Table 4
Re®ned TLS parameters for the four groups of model 14 of GAPDH.

Quantities given are as in Table 3(b) and 3(c).

Group T axis Direction cosines Mean-square t (AÊ 2)

1 1 0.415 0.871 ÿ0.262 0.280
2 ÿ0.901 0.434 0.013 0.144
3 0.125 0.231 0.965 0.003

2 1 0.656 0.737 ÿ0.161 0.232
2 ÿ0.743 0.668 0.028 0.113
3 0.128 0.101 0.987 ÿ0.013

3 1 0.386 0.802 ÿ0.456 0.389
2 ÿ0.841 0.509 0.184 0.165
3 0.379 0.312 0.871 0.068

4 1 0.487 0.695 ÿ0.529 0.368
2 ÿ0.789 0.610 0.074 0.140
3 0.374 0.381 0.845 0.079

Group
Screw
axis Direction cosines Position (AÊ )

Mean-
square
l (�2)

Pitch
(AÊ )

1 1 ÿ0.601 0.574 0.556 92.776 12.609 65.970 1.889 0.761
2 0.476 ÿ0.302 0.826 96.843 18.404 63.179 1.450 0.529
3 0.642 0.761 ÿ0.092 91.629 17.194 61.530 1.151 0.582

2 1 0.646 0.435 0.627 93.054 14.075 52.091 2.468 ÿ1.457
2 0.763 ÿ0.356 ÿ0.539 93.070 10.256 53.479 1.625 1.517
3 ÿ0.011 0.827 ÿ0.562 96.318 12.569 52.590 0.717 1.577

3 1 0.611 0.778 0.143 120.121 13.130 56.557 2.746 4.436
2 0.791 ÿ0.603 ÿ0.102 123.691 16.542 58.445 1.123 0.896
3 0.007 0.176 ÿ0.984 118.460 7.635 55.927 1.066 12.366

4 1 0.382 0.355 0.853 109.857 2.976 51.327 2.633 ÿ4.339
2 0.901 ÿ0.350 ÿ0.258 109.986 1.168 53.996 1.815 2.223
3 0.207 0.867 ÿ0.454 108.431 0.582 48.580 0.817 9.046
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than simple B-factor re®nement is of course the inclusion of an

anisotropic component. The anisotropy A (see x2.4) calculated

from the ADPs, averaged over main-chain atoms, is plotted in

Fig. 4 along with the equivalent isotropic U value. There is a

clear anti-correlation between the two curves, i.e. large

anisotropy (small A) correlates with large Uequiv. This is a

consequence of the libration modelled by the TLS and is

particularly clear for chain Q, where the TLS contribution is

most signi®cant (see Fig. 1). The correlation is poorer in

regions where the residual B factors make a signi®cant

contribution, for example around residue 60 of chain Q. Most

A values lie in the range 0.3±0.6, which is similar to the range

of values seen in models with individually re®ned ADPs

(Merritt, 1999). The anisotropy implied by the TLS model can

therefore be considered reasonable.

Turning to the re®ned TLS parameters themselves, Fig. 5

shows the screw axes for model 12. The axes lie parallel to the

libration axes of the TLS group. The screw axes do not

intersect (although unclear on the scale of the ®gure) and the

starting point of each arrow is shifted from the origin of the

TLS group according to equation (17) of Schomaker &

Trueblood (1968). The length of each axis is proportional to

the mean-square libration. The results for models 13 and 14

can be displayed similarly. One can also generate TLS para-

meters for symmetry mates and in particular for chains P and

R (related to O and Q by a crystallographic twofold rotation)

which complete the biological tetramer. Direct viewing of the

axes representing the TLS parameters does not in this case

lead to any simple physical interpretation, so in Fig. 6 we

instead show the equivalent isotropic B factor derived from

the TLS parameters for the biological tetramer. There is a

region of low B values around the interface between chains O

and P and a general increase away from this region, with the

highest values around the periphery of chains Q and R. There

is no indication of separate motions for the eight TLS groups

included; rather, it seems that the individual TLS motions

combine to give a fairly simple overall motion of the tetramer.

We have above considered three TLS models, with

increasing detail included going from one TLS group to four

TLS groups. Values of Rfree suggest that there is only marginal

improvement in going to more sophisticated models (though

we stress that the improvement over simple anisotropic scaling

is very signi®cant). Close examination of the results, such as

the TLS-derived values given in Tables 3 and 4 and the

distribution of B factors shown in Fig. 6, hints that the models

with two and four TLS groups may in fact be modelling similar

overall motion to the model with one TLS group. Hence, while

Figure 4
The equivalent isotropic U factor Uequiv (full line) and the anisotropy A
(dashed line) for model 14 of GAPDH. Uequiv is equal to Bequiv/8�2. A is
de®ned as the ratio of the smallest to the largest eigenvalue of the ADP.
For each residue, Uequiv and A are averaged over the main-chain atoms.
Chain O consists of residues 1±340 and chain Q consists of residues
341±680.

Figure 5
The non-intersecting screw axes for model 12 of GAPDH superimposed
on chains O (left) and Q (right). The non-crystallographic twofold axis
relating the two chains is vertical in the plane of the page. For each chain,
the lower half (including the clearly visible �-sheet) is the catalytic
domain and the upper half is the NAD-binding domain. The screw axes
lie parallel to the libration axes of the TLS group and the length of each
axis is proportional to the mean-square libration. Two axes are clearly
visible in the ®gure; the third and shortest is approximately perpendicular
to the plane of the page and is hidden. This ®gure was prepared using
Molscript (Kraulis, 1991) and Raster3D (Merritt & Bacon, 1997).

Table 5
Correlation coef®cients ccB between different calculations of the
equivalent isotropic displacement parameters for GAPDH.

The latter are averaged over main-chain atoms on a residue-by-residue basis.
BTLS is the contribution of TLS parameters to the equivalent isotropic
displacement parameter. Bres is the residual B factor.

First calculation Second calculation ccB

Deposited B factors Sum of BTLS and Bres: model 12 0.938
Deposited B factors Sum of BTLS and Bres: model 13 0.941
Deposited B factors Sum of BTLS and Bres: model 14 0.944
Deposited B factors:

chain O
Deposited B factors: chain Q 0.537

Bres: model 12, chain O Bres: model 12, chain Q 0.752
Bres: model 13, chain O Bres: model 13, chain Q 0.812
Bres: model 14, chain O Bres: model 14, chain Q 0.821
Re®ned B factors: model 15,

chain O
Re®ned B factors:

model 15, chain Q
0.989

Bres: model 16, chain O Bres: model 16, chain Q 0.999



it has been informative to investigate a larger number of TLS

groups for this study, in practice there is probably little justi-

®cation to include more than the single TLS group.

3.2. GerE

The second example is GerE, a transcription activator from

Bacillus subtilis (Ducros et al., 2001). X-ray data have been

collected in space group C2 to a resolution of 2.05 AÊ . The

model of the asymmetric unit consists of six copies of the

molecule (chains A to F), together with four sulfate ions, three

glycerol molecules and 325 waters. Chains A, C and F are

related to chains B, D and E by a non-crystallographic twofold

rotation. The monomer contains 74 residues, although the

N-terminus is disordered and between four and ten residues

(depending on the chain) are omitted from the model. There is

also a disordered region between residues 28 and 42 of chain F

which has not been modelled.

The model has been re®ned with and without TLS para-

meters and with or without NCS restraints. The TLS model

consists of a single TLS group for each of the six protein

chains. Solvent molecules were not included in any TLS group.

As for the previous example, all isotropic B values are ®rst set

to a constant value, TLS parameters are then re®ned and

®nally coordinates and B values are re®ned. When used, NCS

restraints are applied to residues 12±72 for each protein chain,

with medium restraints for main-chain atoms and loose

restraints for side-chain atoms. In all cases, overall anisotropic

scaling is used.

The R and Rfree factors for each of the four cases are listed

in Table 6. Use of TLS parameters gives a reduction of 2.2% in

Rfree when no NCS restraints are used and 2.8% when NCS

restraints are used. Fig. 7 shows the relative contributions of

the TLS parameters and the individually re®ned B factors for

model 3 and, as for GAPDH, we see that the TLS parameters

account for most of the large-scale variations. Some quantities

derived from the TLS parameters are collected together in

Table 7. The magnitudes are similar to those for GAPDH,

although there are some particularly large librations. In

particular, chains E and F have the largest T and L parameters

and these chains are indeed the least ordered part of the

structure as judged by the quality of the electron density. The

TLS parameterization thus gives a rough measure of the

degree of order.

Fig. 8 compares the re®ned B factors for model 1 with the

residual B factors of model 3, with the values for the six chains

superimposed. With no TLS re®nement, the values vary

widely showing that the different chains have widely different
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Figure 6
The biological tetramer of GAPDH viewed in the same orientation as
Fig. 5. Chains O and Q are in the top left and top right quadrants of the
®gure, respectively. Chains P and R are at bottom left and bottom right
respectively, with R partly in front of P. The multimer is coloured
according to the value of BTLS derived from the TLS parameters of model
14, with low values shown in blue and high values in red. This ®gure was
prepared using Molscript (Kraulis, 1991) and Raster3D (Merritt & Bacon,
1997).

Figure 7
Contributions to the equivalent isotropic B factor for GerE re®ned with
six TLS groups and no NCS restraints (model 3). The residual B factors
Bres (dotted line), the contribution from the re®ned TLS parameters BTLS

(dashed line) and their sum (full line) are shown. For each residue, the B
factors are averaged over the main-chain atoms. Chain A consists of
residues 1±67, chain B 68±137, chain C 138±204, chain D 205±270, chain E
271±334 and chain F 335±384.

Table 6
Anisotropic re®nement of GerE.

All models use overall anisotropic scaling and start with individual isotropic B
factors set to 40 AÊ 2. The correlation coef®cient ccB is the average over all pairs
of chains taken from A to E of the correlation coef®cient of the residual B
factor, calculated from residues 12 to 72.

Model TLS model NCS R factor Rfree ccB

1 None No 21.9 29.3 0.519
2 None Yes 22.5 30.0 0.553
3 6 No 21.3 27.1 0.510
4 6 Yes 21.4 27.2 0.816
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displacement characteristics. After TLS re®nement, the resi-

dual B factors are much closer in overall magnitude, though

some differences persist. Clearly, the application of NCS

restraints in the latter case is more reasonable and this would

account for the small increase of Rfree from 27.1 to 27.2,

compared with the larger increase from 29.3 to 30.0 on

applying NCS restraints to the model with no TLS parameters.

Table 7 also lists the average correlation coef®cient between

residual B factors for NCS-related chains. The larger increase

in the correlation coef®cient on application of NCS restraints

when TLS is used again testi®es to the use of restraints being

more reasonable in this case.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have implemented the re®nement of TLS

parameters in the macromolecular re®nement program

REFMAC. Test cases show that a large reduction in R and

Rfree factors can be obtained by the inclusion of a few large

TLS groups. Such an extension of the model requires the

addition of just 20 re®nement parameters per TLS group,

which makes the method amenable at lower resolution than

individual anisotropic re®nement. For

the GAPDH example studied in x3.1,

we found that inclusion of one, two or

four TLS groups (20, 40 or 80 re®ne-

ment parameters), keeping individual

B factors constant, in fact gave a

better Rfree factor than the model with

re®ned individual B factors and no

TLS parameters (5268 re®nement

parameters). This is because, in addi-

tion to reproducing the main features

of the variation in B factors, the TLS

model includes anisotropy, which can be very important.

The success of the TLS model does not of course prove the

validity of the rigid-body assumption. Attempts to model

X-ray diffuse scattering by whole-molecule rigid-body

displacements have given mixed results with, for example, a

good ®t for tetragonal lysozyme crystals and a poor ®t for

orthorhombic lysozyme crystals (Perez et al., 1996; HeÂry et al.,

1998). It is possible that crystal packing restricts whole-

molecule displacements (HeÂry et al., 1998), implying that the

rigid-body assumption is more reasonable for loosely packed

protein crystals.

The prime role for TLS parameters in the present context is

the removal of large-scale domain or molecular motions which

otherwise mask local atomic displacements. Removal of this

motion leaves residual B factors which are chemically more

meaningful and which may have NCS restraints applied. This

was illustrated by GAPDH, which has two molecules in the

asymmetric unit with signi®cantly different overall displace-

ment parameters. After inclusion of TLS parameters, the NCS

relationships between residual B factors became much more

apparent and application of NCS restraints becomes more

reasonable. Similar results were found for GerE, where the six

molecules in the asymmetric unit again have very different

displacement parameters which are accounted for well by the

TLS parameterization.

Collective variables are clearly a powerful way of including

more sophisticated models of displacements while keeping the

number of re®nement parameters at a justi®able level.

Pseudo-rigid-body variables, described by TLS parameters,

are a basic example of this and are a necessary precursor to

other methods. Future work will investigate the use of other

collective variables, such as normal modes (Diamond, 1990;

Kidera & Go, 1990, 1992). In situations where individual

anisotropic re®nement is not viable, there are likely to be

many other levels of modelling which may be considered.
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